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Insight from human 
arthritides 

 Proof-of-principle that the “gut-joint axis” hypothesis is relevant to 
human rheumatic disease can be found in the pathogenesis of 
several arthritides 

 Spondyloarthritis, especially reactive arthritis and IBD-related 
arthritis, are the most prevalent examples 

 Jejunoileal by-pass-associated arthritis  

 Rose E, Espinoza LR, Osterland CK. Intestinal by-pass arthritis: 
association with circulating immune complexes and HLA-B27. J 
Rheumatol 1977; 4: 129-34 

 Whipple disease (Tropheryma whippli) 

 Use of sulfasalazine, tetracyclines 





GUT BACTERIA’S ROLE IN ibd 
AND ARTHRITIS 

 DNA technology to bypass the cumbersome 

bacterial culture process. 

 Used DNA sequencing to identify all the 

bacteria present in the mouths and intestines of 

study participants. 

 This technology allows researchers to explore 

whether oral and intestinal bacteria might 

trigger ReA by activating Th17 cells. 



The dna sequencing 
revolution 

 The 16S ribosomal RNA (16S rRNA) is a 

component of the 30S subunit of prokariotic 

ribosomes, regions of which are highly 

conserved between different species of bacteria. 

 The 16S rRNA gene is useful for phylogenetic 

studies because universal PCR primers 

targeting these conserved regions can be used 

to provide the complete nucleotide sequence of 

the 16S rRNA without prior knowledge of 

which bacterial species are present 



The dna sequencing 
revolution 

 Concomitantly, the 16S rRNA gene also 

contains hypervariable regions that provide 

species-specific signature sequences and enable 

unbiased bacterial identification utilizing next-

generation sequencing platforms 

 This approach answers the question of bacterial 

identity in a given ecological niche and, thus, 

can be used to characterize the complexity of 

microbial communities present at different sites 

in the human body 







Microbiota-Microbiome 

 J. Lederberg: “ecological communities of commensal, 
symbiotic, and pathogenic micro-organisms that share our 
body space”-ignored as determinants of health and disease  

 Humans can be regarded as a “superorganism”, composed 
of an ensemble of human and nonhuman cells (and their 
genomes) that constitute our body 

 The human microbiome has coevolved with us in a 
mutually beneficial relationship 

 These microbes-through the cellular constituents encoded by 
their genomes-provide us with physiological, metabolic and 
immune capacities in exchange for nutrients extracted from 
our body sites 



Development of the 
human microbiome 

 Humans undergo embrionic maturation protected by a 

close, sterile, micro-organism-free environment 

 Soon after birth, neonate’s gut is colonized by bacteria 

derived from the surfaces contacted during, or soon after, 

delivery (mainly vaginal flora in vaginally delivered infants 

or skin-associated bacteria in the case of cesarean section) 

 After a short period, phylogenetic richness and species 

diversity increase over time 

 By the end of the first year of life, a typical adult microbiota 

profile emerges, which becomes increasingly stable with age. 



Development of the 
human microbiome 

 At this stage, >1000 species from a dozen different divisions 
colonize the GI tract 

 Intestine is dominated by two divisions of bacteria 
(Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes), which combined represent 
more than two-thirds of the gut microbiota 

 Microbiota is able to shape the immune system to maintain 
homeostasis in healthy states or promote inflammation 
when the composition of the microbial community becomes 
imbalanced (dysbiosis) 



Microbiota: adaptive 
immune system 

 Bacteria populated Earth 2 billion years before the first signs 
of eukaryotic life, and they occupy almost every terrestial 
and aquatic niche on our planet 

 Mitochondria and chloroplasts of eukaryotic cells are 
descended from bacteria, which suggests that bacteria may 
have had an active role in the evolution of higher organisms 

 Animals represent a stable, nutrient-rich ecosystem for 
microbes to thrive; hence, host health is paramount to the 
microbiota 

 In turn, the host benefits from a diverse commensal 
microbiota that helps to digest complex carbohydrates and 
provide essential nutrients to mammals 



Microbiota: adaptive 
immune system 

 Although microbes reside in several anatomical locations including the skin, 
vagina, and mouth, the lower GI tract of mammals harbors the greatest 
density and diversity of commensal microorganisms 

 These include bacteria, archaea, fungi, viruses, protozoans, and multicellular 
helminths. 

 However, bacteria predominate and reach 100 trillion microbial cells in the 
colon 

 Microbiome contains more than 150 times as many genes as the humane 
genome 

 Human microbiota contains 1000 to 1150 bacterial species, with each person 
harboring about 160 bacterial species 

 This suggetss that an individual’s microbiota is relatively distinct in 
composition and is adaptable to environmental changes and/or host genetics 



Keeping the microbiome in 
check 

 Influence of gut microbiota on CD4+T-cell differentiation and the 
subsequent nature of the adaptive immune response has been 
clarified 

 Type 1 T helper (TH1) cells develop in response to detection of 
intracellular pathogens. 

 Type 2 T helper (TH2) and type 17 T helper (TH17) cells are 
predominantly stimulated after identification of extracellular 
organisms 

 Regulatory T (TREG) cells counterbalance these proinflammatory 
factors by actively downregulating inflammation through 
activation of their specific transcritions receptor factor, forkhead 
box protein P3 (FoxP3), and the subsequent generation of anti-
inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-10 









Immune homeostasis 

 How humans tolerate the massive antigen burden of 
commensal-symbiotic microbiota? 

 Studies suggest that even a single gut bacterial species can 
tilt the homeostatic balance of the immune system in either 
direction 

 Bacteroides fragilis, supports anti-inflammatory responses by 
activating IL-10 producing TREG cells. This molecule uses 
the TLR2 signaling pathway to actively suppress immunity, 
and simultaneously, dampen TH17 responses 

 Commensal SFB induces production and activation of 
lamina propria TH17 cells and release of IL-17 



Microbiota: 
inflammatory disease 

 Several autoimmune diseases result from dysregulation of the adaptive 
immune system 

 Incidence of multiple sclerosis (MS), type 1 diabetes (TID),  IBD and 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA) are increasing in Western societies, suggesting 
alterations in environment factors that regulate the adaptive immune system. 
It has been proposed that lifestyle changes have caused a fundamental 
alteration of our association with the microbial world 

 Altered diets, widespread antibiotic use, and other societal factors in 
developed countries may result in an unnatural  shift in the community 
composition of a “healthy” microbiota, leading to altered microbial 
colonization known as dysbiosis 

 Evidence in mice suggests that dysbiosis may affect autoimmunity by altering 
the balance between tolerogenic and inflammatory members of the microbiota 





SMITS SA ET AL. SEASONAL CYCLING IN THE GUT 

MICROBIOME OF THE HADZA HUNTER-GATHERERS OF 

TANZANIA. SCIENCE 2017: 357: 802-806 



OBREGON-TITO AJ ET AL. SUBSISTENCE STRATEGIES IN 

TRADITIONAL SOCIETIES DISTINGUISH GUT MICROBIOMES. 

NAT COMMUN 2015; DOI: 1038/NCOMMS7505 





Gut treponemas are found in non-human primates and all 

traditional peoples studied to date, suggesting they are symbionts 

lost in urban-industrialized societies 



DISEASES AND DISORDERS ASSOCIATED WITH HUMAN GUT 

MICROBIOME ABERRATIONS 

- CELIAC DISEASE. 

 

- OBESITRY. 

 

- TYPE II DIABETES. 

 

- RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS. 

 

- ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS. 

 

- PSORIASIS AND PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS. 

 

- REACTIVE ARTHRITIS. 











Manasson J et al. Gut microbiota 
in Reactive Arthritis. A&R 2017 

 ReA subjects showed no significant 

differences from controls in gut bacterial 

richness or diversity. 

 There was significantly higher abundance of 

Erwinia and Pseudomonas, and increased 

prevalence of typical enteropathogens 

associated with ReA.  

 Campylobacter enriched in enthesitis. 



REACTIVE ARTHRITIS (ReA)

• POTENTIAL ROLE FOR COMMENSAL FLORA

• Pseudomona spp

• P. fluorescens, putida and migulae

• Lactobacillus

• Clastridium sp.

• Bacillus cereus

• E. coli

• Several studies have shown presence of commensal organisms in synovia of 
ReA patients

• Cuchacovich R, Espinoza LR et al.  J Rheumatol 2002; 29: 1426-1429





BACTERIAL SPECIES IN THE GUT 

- FIRMICUTES: GRAM POSITIVE 

 

- BACTEROIDES: GRAM NEGATIVE 

 

- ACTINOBACTERIA: GRAM POSITIVE 



MICROBIOTA VS MICROBIOME 

- Human microbiome project: Collective genomes of the microbes (composed  

  of bacteria, bacteriophage, fungi, protozoa and viruses) that live inside and 

  on the human body. 

 

- We have about 10 times as many microbial cells as human cells. 

 

- House in approximately 400 square meters. 

 

- Gut microbial community: microbiota. 

 

- Component genes: microbiome. 

 

- Metagenome: full gene content >8 million genes 



MODIFIABLE VS NON-MODIFIABLE WAYS TO MANIPULATE 

                                         GUT FLORA 

- DIET 

- STRESS 

- EXERCISE 

- LIFESTYLE CHOICES 

- MEDICATIONS 

- BIRTH 

- PREGNANCY 

- EARLY FEEDING (FORMULA VS MOTHERS MILK) 

 



           FUNCTIONS OF GUT BACTERIA 

- Competition with potential pathogens for space and resources. 

 

- Digestion of plant polysaccharides that would otherwise be unavailable. 

 

- Promotion of monosaccharide absorption and triglyceride storage. 

 

- Priming of immune effector cells. 

 

- Absorption of ions (Ca2+, Mg2+, Fe2+ 


